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sustainability

The aspirations for the New SUB Project with respect to sustainability are 
extremely high. The thinking that informs the design is long-term with 
respect to the building’s impact on occupants, users and the environment. 
The New SUB will be flexible, adaptable, energy efficient, have low water use 
and be a healthy place in which to work, hang out, study and have a meal. 

Uses within the SUB constantly change and therefore a building with a 
potential life span of 100 years needs to be able to adapt to those changes 
to remain useful. Structural, mechanical, electrical and other systems within 
the building are being designed with adaptability in mind in areas where 
change is anticipated. Certain parts of the building (for instance the exterior 
envelope, stairs and service cores) will not change in the near term, and in 
these and other areas, strategies of durability will be pursued.

Anticipated to be a LEED Platinum building, incorporating elements of the 
Living Building Challenge, the New SUB will be extremely energy efficient. 
Design strategies place a priority on minimizing consumption. A high 
performance envelope, natural ventilation and daylight harvesting 
are amongst the long list of strategies that are integral to this low energy 
building.
Rainwater harvesting will be used as one of the means to reduce water use 
significantly on the project.

As the SUB has the provision of food to people on campus as a primary service, 
sustainability and health with respect to food, from original production to 
delivery in prepared form to the disposal of food waste, forms a unique focus 
for this project. 

The AMS and design team recognize that human behavior has a significant 
impact on the environment and therefore the building design aims to 
make sustainable behavior informed, easy and pleasurable. Information 
monitors provide feedback to staff and users regarding consumption. The 
SUB will be a significant node for cyclists containing, as it does, a Bike Kitchen, 
end of trip facilities and secure and sheltered bike parking.

In all, it is expected that the New SUB will be a model project with respect to 
sustainability.

fixed parts + loose parts
Fixed elements give the building character, quality and endurance; loose 
elements allow it to change and adapt over time - to grow/expand/flux.  The 
thoughtful and strategic combinations of these allow the building to have 
living ‘layers of change’

flexibility / adaptability  / future-proofing
Moveable, reconfigurable, de/reconstructable systems allow flexibility to 
respond to short term changes (hours, days, months, etc).  Durable materials 
and non prescriptive elements allow for adaptation to occur over longer 
timescales.  
The skillful combination of the two provides a robust + nimble capacity to 
respond to the challenges of designing for unknowable futures.

 flowscapes
The New SUB Building is conceived of as a means of shaping flows through 
space - flows of peoples, of materials, ecologies, energies...and ideas.   4d 
sustainability depends on both:
-  a deep understanding of and sensitivity towards the nested scales of flows 
and flow exchanges through and across the site   +
- the exchange of ideas, aspirations and everyday actions towards more 
sustainable possible futures
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Schematic Design: LEED Project Site Boundary 
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